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Abstract  
 
 
Introduction: Market has saturated in the point where customers are facing advertising overload.             
For companies it can be difficult task to achieve attention among desired target audience. Millennials               
have become one of the most valuable target group that companies are aiming to target. One way to                  
achieve attention is to do provocative advertising that aims to shock, or violate millennials norms,               
principles or social cause. Millennials is a special demographic group, compared to previous ones,              
baby boomers and generation X, since they are more resistant towards provocation. Thys, thesis stress               
the importance of exploring millennials emotional response when they are exposed to provocation.  
Purpose: The purpose of this paper is to explore Millennials´ emotional response when             
exposed to provocative advertising. 
Research Questions: ‘Which negative emotions provoke millennials?’ and ‘Which         
positive emotions provoke millennials?’ 
Theoretical Framework: Theory foundation is builded on provocative advertising and          
emotional response. Provocative advertising is divided into shock, and social cause. Emotional            
response concentrates on positive and negative emotions.  
Method: The authors of this paper used qualitative approach, deductive structure with explorative             
purpose that is aiming for in-depth information. Total amount of 8 semi-structured interviews were              
recorded. Information from interviews were further comprehended via coding schedule. 
Empirical Investigation: Empirical chapter presents the main patterns of information from           
interviews. Chapter is divided into negative and positive parts. This chapters are following the coding               
schedule structure where main chapters are divided into subchapters based on the sub-categories of              
coding schedule. 
Analysis: The analysis of the empirical investigation showed important information regarding           
millennials emotional response. Analysis presented that negative emotional response of fear, anger,            
sadness and disgust are evoked when millennials are exposed to provocative advertising. While             
emotional response of positive emotions, millennials expressed emotional response of contentment to            
provocative advertising. Thus, no emotional response of love, pride, or happiness was found.  
Conclusion: Conclusion of the thesis presented the important findings that millennials are more             
likely expressing negative than positive emotional response when they are exposed to provocative             
advertising. Thus emotional response of fear, anger, sadness, disgust or/and contentment were            
Millennials emotional response to provocative advertising.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 
The history of advertising can be said to begin three thousands years ago, and more precisely                

it can be said to be as old as human society. The first signs of more organized advertising                  

actions can be noticed from seventeenth century, with the development of newspapers and             

newsbooks. The majority of advertising were public offers, wants for the personal service,             

details of runaway servants, apprentices, horses and so on. There is no doubt that industrial               

revolution fundamentally transformed the nature of advertising (Williams, 2000). Today, a           

wide range of different marketing activities are taking place on a daily basis in society. More                

concretely, one of the main marketing activities that companies are continuously developing            

in hope to draw more attention from the audience, is all type of advertising activities               

(Nilsson, 2006). Dorfman et al. (1954) continued in a same matter that from the companies               

point of view, advertising efforts can be seen as a instrument that can manipulate consumers               

demands in a way that it will eventually maximize companies profits. There are several ways               

to define the term of advertising. According to Oxford Dictionary (2019) advertising stands             

for an activity of producing advertisements for commercial goods or services. Lee et al.              

(2005) suggested a more simply way for defining advertising; it is simply the tool for               

communication.  

 
A changing role in advertising has emerged in recent years. Johnson (2013) explained how              

technological revolution and rapid growth of the internet have created a new platform for              

companies to deliver advertising messages to the desired target audience. Companies have            

more detailed personal information regarding the consumers that they want to persuade. By             

having a specific information about the target audience, companies can deliver more accurate             

and persuasive advertising campaigns to influence consumers into purchasing their goods.           

Nonetheless, as Percy (2016) concluded that, the fundamental idea of advertising is still the              

same, even though the role of advertising might had changed during the technology growth.              

Consequently, it could be said that advertising is a strategic instrument which aims to aid               

companies to sell more of the branded goods and/or selling these at a higher price tag. As any                  
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other new invention and change, technology growth, and the open and unlimited amount of              

information have created a negative problem that marketers are now facing; information            

overload.  

 

According to Skorupa (2014), consumers face thousands of different advertisement messages           

generated by different companies day in and day out. The aim of advertisements is to               

encourage, inform, and promote so they can penetrate the individual´s consciousness. Due to             

the amount of advertising messages, it is almost impossible to recall and pay attention to all                

advertising messages during the day. Speck et al. (1997) explain that this high volume of               

advertising messages is what is known as advertising clutter. They continue by pointing out              

that advertisers fear that their messages will not get across or that they might get lost in this                  

highly saturated environment. Therefore, professionals in the sector are looking for new ways             

of breaking through the clutter and resorting to more aggressive tactics. Skorupa (2014)             

underlines the fact that, as consumers evolve and become more resistant to marketers´             

advertising messages, the aim of advertising is swifting and it focuses now on drawing              

attention from the audience with provocative advertising. One possible way of trying to break              

through the clutter is by using advertising tactics that violate the established social norms and               

moral principles of society with the intention to draw the attention of the audience to the                

advertising message. In other words, to create and launch a provocative marketing campaign.  

 

Vezina et al. (1997) stated that the evolution of provocative marketing was initiated in Italy in                

1980s by Benetton. Images in advertising started to become progressively more provocative            

in a way that the message of the advertisement was touching diverse issues. Different types of                

provocative messages were created, such as a black women breast-feeding a white baby, a              

priest in black giving a kiss to a white nun, disease and death where a young man was dying                   

because of AIDS. According to Sabri (2012a) it is actually the AIDS crisis of the mid 1980s,                 

that was the radical starting point in marketing communications daring into using taboos             

themes in their messages. Following the lead of Benetton advertisement, other companies            

explored various taboos in the form of creative strategies during the following two decades.              

Examples of companies are Dior, Sisley, Calvin Klein, French Connection UK, TV News,             
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and Breitling. Erdogan (2008) concluded that provocative advertising is a standard tool based             

on the factor that it is closing advertising clutter and generates attention among consumers.  

1.2 Problem discussion  

Provocative advertising can be defined as a stimuli which aims to shock the target group,               

both because they are connected with norms, taboos, or values that are usually not challenged               

or transgressed in marketing campaigns, and because of their ambiguity and distinctiveness            

(Vezina and Paul, 1997). Nam et al. (2013) continued that provocative advertising becomes             

much more effective, if provocation efforts consist on certain type of societal issues, in other               

words, social cause in advertising. Arnaud et al. (2018) discussed that advertisement designed             

to provoke shock in viewers can result different responses among the target audience such as               

an increased attention towards the advertising. Sabri (2012b) continued that advertisements           

that have an optimum level of taboo-arousal achieves maximum attention and recall. On the              

same lines, Chan et al. (2007) explained that shocking ads are an effective way of capturing                

the attention of consumers and suggested that when provocative messages and images are             

used, viewers´ attention is drawn. However, it can elicit opposite emotional responses such as              

negative emotions, which transfer to the brand and negatively affect purchase decisions. In             

the other hand, Nam et al. (2013) suggested that utilizing social cause in provocation, will               

increase consumers positive emotional response towards provocative advertising. However,         

Chan et al. (2007) and Arnaud et al. (2018) stressed the importance of understanding the               

provocative advertising and what emotional response it could possibly cause among           

consumers. Laros and Steenkamp (2005) explained that these emotions are either positive or             

negative.  

 

Lately, there has been a in increasing trend regarding different provocative advertising            

campaigns, where global corporations are aiming to generate discussion around issues in            

society by using social causes in their advertising efforts. For example, Nike’s ad ‘Dream              

Crazy’, and Gillette’s ‘We Believe: The Best Man Can Be’, both of the companies utilized               

the provocation technique, where both brands were addressing current societal issues and            

advertising it as a provocative effort (DigitalParade, 2019; Independent, 2019; Youtube,           

2019a; Youtube, 2019b). Their provocative advertising was one way to attract attention            
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among younger audience (The Deconstructed Brief, 2019). This statement goes along with            

Kotler et al. (2016), who pointed out that nowadays, companies are aware of the fact that                

there are a few different potential target groups that they are targeting.  

 

One of these important groups is millennials. Targeting this particular group can be beneficial              

for companies as younger people have the capacity of influencing the rest of the market.               

There are certain important characteristics that creates millennials as a unique generation            

compared to previous ones, generation x and baby boomers. Frey (2018) proposed that             

millennials are referred to as the generation of people who were born between the beginning               

of the 1980s and the late 1990s. Main (2013) characterized millennials as generally being              

more open-minded, and more supportive for equal rights for minorities as well as for gay               

rights. Millennials are seen to be a liberal generation that creates bright ideas, and feel               

themselves confident and self-expressive, if to compare them into baby boomers and            

generation x. Furlow (2011) presented interesting claimings speciality regarding millennials          

as a generation of people prone to be highly socially conscious and tend to support companies                

that share same values and beliefs that they do.  

 

According to Saad et al. (2015), demographic groups matters when evaluating the emotional             

response of causing provocation. Sabri (2012a) explained that individual's age is known to             

have an effect on how this individual is going to respond to an advertising of any kind when                  

the stimuli used to provoque is of a sexual oigen. More concretely, her results suggest the                

younger the individual, the more receptive he/she will be to provocative advertising appeals.             

This means that where young people found an advertising to be cool and creative, their older                

counterparts found the same advertising to be shocking and aggressive. Hence, after            

reviewing the current state of research on provocative advertising, it is not clear what              

emotional response might possible provoke millennials, and provocation can not be based on             

previous studies that were performed on different group of people, since according to Frey              

(2018) and Main (2013), millennials tend to be more open-minded and having liberal             

thoughts compared to their parents and grandparents. Andersson et al. (2004) stated that             

especially young generation is hard to be provoked due to their advanced proficiency into              

reading the messages. Urwin (2014) suggested that future research should explore           
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provocative advertisements and its response, specifically, among younger audiences.         

Therefore, the authors of this paper will explore what emotional response could possible             

provoke a reaction among millennials.  

 

 

1.3 Purpose  
The purpose of this paper is to explore Millennials´ emotional response when exposed to 

provocative advertising. 

1.4 Research questions 
1. Which negative emotions provoke millennials 

2. Which positive emotions provoke millennials 
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2. Theoretical framework 
After reviewing the literature regarding provocative advertising, the authors of this paper will             

present their theoretical foundation from existing literature which will deliver for the reader             

an in-depth understanding on the current stage of provocative advertising sphere, and            

emotional response. The theoretical framework chapter was divided into three sub-chapters           

based on the authors own reasoning and on how they comprehended the theme. Following,              

the sub-chapters the can be seen below are; shock element in provocation, social cause and               

emotional response. After presenting the theoretical framework, the authors of this paper            

drew a visual representation of the conceptualized model that presents the idea on how the               

theory can be comprehended.  

 

2.1 Shock element in provocation 

Andersson et al. (2004) stated that one possible definition for shock in advertising or as it can                 

be said; shock advertising, could be defined as an application of different type of rhetorical               

and stylistic methods in advertising which generates reactions among audience. In their study             

various pictures from three different fashion brands triggered reactions and generated           

impressions, feelings and associations among the audience. All of the companies succeed in             

the campaigns, since they attract attention among target audience via different shocking            

pictures such as violent, nudity and sexuality. Söderlund et al. (2010) predicted same results              

as Andersson et al. (2004). In their study they found out that when marketers are utilizing real                 

violent content in a story, it will generate greater level of tension toward the advertised good,                

compared to the same advertised content without non-violent elements. Hence, when utilizing            

a real violence in advertisement, it can boost many ad responses, if the violent content in the                 

advertising story is expressly connected to the advertised good. Further, Skorupa (2014) said             

that as modern consumer are becoming more resistant to the marketers advertising efforts,             

triggering consumers by using emotional elements with shock advertisement is essential           

technique for marketers. It can be said that negative and positive emotions can be found from                

seven different shock advertising content. These seven major advertising contents are sexual            
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references, disgusting images, obscenity, moral offensiveness, religious taboos, vulgarity,         

impropriety, and different combinations of all these seven appeals.  

 

Virvilaite et al. (2013), presented a similar suggestions as Skorupa (2014) regarding the             

consumers perceptions towards negative and positive attitudes to shock advertising. It seems            

to be that scholars tend to agree that consumers view on shock advertisement is influenced by                

the main moderators such as cultural-social and socio-demographic factors. This factors are            

for instance moral principles, age and collectivism versus individualism. Parry et al. (2013)             

investigated how to generate emotional reaction by utilizing offensive disgusting images. In            

their study they used dead babies in advertisements. The results were the following ones.              

Shocking images, in this case dead babies, were effective enough to draw attention from the               

audience. Henley et al. (1999) further developed the idea of using death aspects in              

advertising. They proposed the idea that individuals tend to deny fearing their own death but               

readily recognize other factors of death such as the effect on their loved ones or utilizing                

elements of death such as making it seen as a painful process. Leonard et al. (2012)                

concluded similar reasoning as Henley et al. (1999) that consumer organize their view             

regarding violent content in terms of the deservingness of the victim and whether the content               

shows the perpetrators´s or victim’s side.  

 

Parry et al. (2013) continued that the contribution of understanding the power of shocking              

advertising presented the understandings of persuasion as it explores emotional reactions to            

extreme marketing advertisements. Hence, it can be said that shocking elements attract the             

attention, however, the actual power of persuasion is dependant on the cultural characteristics             

of the consumer. Therefore, when successfully conducting shocking effect, it will challenge            

consumer attitudes. Javed et al. (2011) concluded Parry et al. (2013) results and continued              

that different people possibly have various opinions regarding shock advertisements. It can            

generate different views such as some can see it as a trouble initiator or savior. This is                 

dependent on marketers and how they are utilizing the shock. Thus, the way how shock has                

been used in advertisement will also affect on individuals´ response. Dahl et al. (2003)              

continued further about causing shock via provocative advertising. According to them, shock,            

can cause a violation on individuals social norms. The experiment showed that provocative,             
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in this case shock, generated attraction and facilitated memory for the advertisement.            

Huhmann et al. (2008) identified in their studies that even small changes in advertising              

campaigns suchs as headlines can generate attraction among target audience. In their study             

provocative headline in advertising cause more reaction among participants than          

non-provocative headline, provocative execution raised number of cognitive responses         

produced in reaction to the advertisement.  

 

Further regarding provocation and shock, taboo can be defined as a verbal or behavioral act               

that prohibits norms in society and usually predicted to be publicly inappropriate, shocking,             

tragic or traumatic. In advertising, provocative advertising that uses taboo elements normally            

includes verbally or visually presenting a topic that is a taboo in that society to promote a                 

good that is not in itself taboo. Examples of taboo topics can be different sexual practices,                

explicit sex, murder, aids, suicide, or death as Benetton did for womens fashion clothing              

(Sabri and Obermiller, 2012). Consequently, a taboo is typically defined as those beliefs that              

constrain actions by making certain items, discourses and behaviours inappropriate and/or           

unacceptable. Therefore, they exert moral and social control over people’s lives (Holden,            

2000). In a way, it could be said that taboos help to identify and establish social and moral                  

boundaries (McGraw and Tetlock, 2005). Nonetheless, it should be pointed out that inherent             

questions of morals and morality that figuratively support the argument of taboo might             

change and differ when discussed at the national and international levels. In other words,              

national cultures matter to the extent that marketing and consumer behaviour should consider             

nationality as a relevant variable due to the fact that taboos are prone to change in                

cross-cultural settings (Hofstede and Arrindell, 1998 ; Michelson and Miller, 2019). In            

addition, Taboos might emerge as a response to social political, economic and even             

organisational imbalances that threaten the status quo. This could lead to a redefinition of              

social boundaries (Fiske and Tetlock, 1997).  

 

It is accepted that some taboos will vary across social groupings and cultures. This means that                

what might be interpreted as a taboo for one group of consumers, or even for one part of a                   

national society, might be perfectly acceptable for another group or section of national             

society. Taboos are either sustained and replicated, meaning that no violation occurs, until             
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such time as this is no longer the case, or the violation of a taboo has caused the existing                   

taboo structure to be reconstituted in some way. For example a new taboo emerges to deal                

with the erosion in social structure resulting from transgression. Nonetheless, those who            

break the taboo will probably be sanctioned in some way although mitigation can be achieved               

if the breaking of the taboo is done in a humorous and communicative way (Michelson and                

Miller, 2019). 

 

According to Sabri (2012b), humor can help to reduce complaints and dissatisfaction about             

images or messages that are considered offensive by reducing the perceived degree of taboo              

violation. The author suggests that, if the aim of an advertising campaign is to enhance               

attention, improve recall of the core messages, and generate a favorable attitude, two             

approaches can be taken. These two strategies offer, for the those who want to maximise the                

exploitation of the attention-gaining potential of taboness, some leads on what to expect.             

Advertising in which the invoked taboo is only moderate has a clear potential to capture               

attention and achieve recall without adverse effects. However, those advertisements with           

strong taboo content should add and convey the message in a humorous way in order to                

capture attention without causing deterioration of the audience's attitude towards the           

advertising. 

 

The results provided by Anast (1967) in Manceau and Tissier-Desbordes (2006) revealed that             

personal variables have a strong discriminating power when it comes to understanding            

attitudes towards an advertising. In this sense, the more an individual likes advertising in              

general the more the person will tolerate an advertising content. Thus, this fact could allow               

for a segmentation strategy that should be considered by advertisers and marketers. In             

addition, the authors suggested that demographic variables turn out to be significant            

predictors of consumer reactions to taboos, with the exception of social class, which does not               

seem to affect perceptions, probably because of important cultural and social disparities            

within each group. However, when it comes to attitudes towards taboos in advertising, a              

difference can be observed based on distinct values that individuals have, which are related to               

profound differences between generations. This means that attitudes towards the same           

advertising containing a taboo might change solely due to the difference of age among              
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viewers. The authors suggest that this might be a consequence of the different cultural frame               

of reference and values of the different generations. They explain that younger people are              

more influenced by the daily basis exposure to sex and violence in a great number of movies,                 

television programmes and comic books which allows them to be less sensitive to the              

showing of taboo themes in comparison to their older counterparts. An example of this could               

be seen in magazines that are intended to young people where one can often seen much more                 

daring content than in magazines intended to older people. According to the authors,             

advertisers should take into consideration this different cultural frame of reference and values             

when targeting younger individuals of society. Along these lines, Guerrieri et al. (2016)             

underlined the idea that the use of taboo transgression in advertising needs to be              

systematically socially and culturally situated, which means that the specific social and            

cultural factors of a specific society should be considered in order to understand the degree of                

influence of the taboo on the viewers.  

 

Moving further, Pope et al. (2004) argued in their study that when considering emotional              

reactions, utilizing provocative sexual stimuli in advertising are seen to generate reaction            

among individuals. As for the reasons why the advertisements personally offend the            

respondents, there are similar results among the interviewed respondents. The main reasons            

for being personally offended by an advertisement was if it was racist or it contained               

anti-social behaviour (Waller, 1999). In addition, there are some themes and products that are              

considered intrinsically offensive such as condoms, sanitary napkins and other products that            

due to social norms, should not be discussed in public. These are discussed by Barnes et al.                 

(1990) along with their explanation about how the execution of an advertising can be              

perceived to be offensive due to the execution of themes or topics of the ad and not the                  

product itself.  

 

2.2 Social cause  
In the context of marketing, social cause can be defined as the tools to the promotion of social                  

causes and the application of marketing thinking (Fox and Kotler, 1980). Nam et al. (2013)               

found out that people who were exposed to a provocative advertise that had not addressed a                
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social cause drew on their persuasion knowledge more significantly than those who did have              

addressed a social cause. Friestad and Wright (1994) explained that persuasion knowledge is             

model that argues that when people are not aware of the persuasive intent of a persuasive                

agent, they are more likely to be persuaded than those who are aware of the persuasive intent.                 

Nam et al. (2013) continued that when consumers were not able to read a social cause                

addressed in the provocative advertisement, they are more likely to realise the commercial             

motive of the advertiser. Consequently, it would be recommendable for advertisers to let the              

consumer realise that the company is trying to address a certain social issue. For that, the                

company has different tools at its disposal that range from press releases to text copies given                

in the advertisement. In addition, the authors expressed that even though consumers might             

know about the persuasive intent of a provocative advertisement, they might just suppress the              

persuasion knowledge when a social cause is addressed in the ad. When it comes to               

understanding the interaction effect between precaution in advertising and the social cause            

introduced in the ad, it could be seen that people had a higher ratio of negative thoughts if                  

they perceived that the ad was not addressing any social cause and that it was merely                

provocative. Therefore, it was observed that those ads that were provocative were regarded             

more negatively than those that were not provocative. However, the effect on provocative             

advertisement were reduced when a social cause was included in the ad. Hence, it would be                

advisable to advertisers and marketers to be conscious about this fact and try to include social                

causes in provocative ads to reduce the possible negative effects and critics of the viewers               

and possible consumers. Lastly, the authors concluded that the attitudes of those consumers             

who had viewed and perceived the provocative advertisement as merely provocative was            

more negative. However, this negative attitude towards the brand was reduced when the ad              

addressed a social cause. Therefore, it can be said that social causes will help to keep                

negative attitudes toward the brand that uses a provocative advertisement to a minimum.             

Nonetheless, it should be considered that other factors might come into play making social              

causes no warranty against negative attitudes towards the brand.  

 

According to Sharma et al. (2012), the consumer is able to find a clear link that connects the                  

social issue advertised and the image content and that those consumer are more likely to               

interpret the social advertisement favourably. Interestingly, respondents felt that their          
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attention was better captured when there was not so much relationship between the social              

issue and the content of image used. According to the authors, this is so due to the fact that                   

this type of advertising builds a controversial feeling in which consumers have to study the               

advertisement, remember it and discuss it with  friends.  

 

2.3 Emotional response 

According to Kemp et al. (2012) advertising has the capacity to generate emotional responses              

from consumers as well as it can be effective when trying to appeal to the different emotions                 

of consumers. Prinz (2004) continued that researchers have a general agreement when it             

comes to pointing out that emotions are normally generated by external events. This can be               

demonstrated by thinking about the different reactions provocated in the individual           

depending on whether one finds an advertising pleasantly appealing or one dislikes it. In              

order for that to happen, an internal process takes place within each individual, where a series                

of changes lead to a certain emotional state. This changes start with a simple idea that is                 

generated in the minds of those who watch the advertising and it develops to a physiological                

change depending on how the advertising was perceived. It is in this stage when one can start                 

feeling how the heart starts beating faster or how your face gets red, generating a series of                 

effects and repercussion in both the memory and the attention. In addition, these             

physiological changes might prompt an external reaction and even influence your           

psychological health. Therefore, it could be said that in the internal process, that could be               

defined as emotional episodes, we can find  thoughts, bodily changes and conscious feelings.  

 

Plutchik (2001) continued further that generally speaking, it could be said that emotions are a               

chain of events made up of feedback loops. The idea behind the importance of emotions is                

that they arise from an evolutionary perspective in which emotions have a function in              

individuals’ lives. According to Hollis and Brown (2010) when people watch an advertising,             

a process of reacting to the advertising takes place and this is normally influenced by               

emotions. From the initial response to the feelings about the brand and the faith we place in                 

the claims and appeals of the advertising. A link between the mind of the consumer and the                 

memories created by the ad and the brand will be created. The advertising should emphasise               
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the brand and the effect that the advertising is trying to generate so a long lasting reaction,                 

memory and behaviour in consumers can be generated.  

 
According to Riis Christensen et al. (2007) emotions are unconscious responses to stimuli,             

although the arousal of emotions can be a result of cognitive activities. Therefore, emotions              

are an internal natural response to outside stimuli such a picture, sounds and perceptions, that               

through an unconscious way the body reflects to. In the event of an emotional arousal, there                

can be identified two types of reactions based on the emotional elements involved: positive              

and negative. On the same line, Laros and Steenkamp (2005) argued that humans have              

positive and negative emotional response. They found four positive emotions, contentment,           

happiness, love and pride. On the opposite of that, negative emotions were fear, anger,              

sadness. Stewart et al. (2007) also included disgust to the list of negative emotional response.  

 

Regarding the positive emotional response, happiness includes of positive affect while           

contentment is a positive reflection towards something (Mckenzie, 2016). It has been proved             

that happiness is higher in activity, whereas contentment is low in arousal and passive (Laros               

and Steenkamp, 2005). Ekman and Cordaro (2011) stated that love is an emotional response              

that individual have towards a specific person. Various emotions can be felt when individual              

is expressing love. Main point of love response is characteristic of the attachment or              

commitment to another person. Additionally, Tracy and Robbins (2007) suggested that           

individual express pride when he/she has completed something. Thus, pride is a            

self-conscious emotion that triggered when individual achieves the ambitions. Laros and           

Steenkamp (2005) added that pride is an emotion that individual express when she/he express              

superiority.  

 

When it comes to the negative emotional response, Ekman and Cordaro (2011) stated that              

fear activates impulses to flee or freeze. Fear is the overall reaction to the threat of                

psychological or physical, harm. Frequently anger is triggered by fear. Anger is an emotional              

response to disorder with the tendency of an ambition that individual is concerned. Anger can               

be triggered by someone trying to harm the individual psychologically, physically, or            

someone that the person cares about. Anger can sometimes cause strong reaction in             
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individuals in a way that they want to stop the harm. This type of action involves some type                  

of activity of willing to hurt the target. Third negative emotional response was sadness.              

Generally, sadness is an emotional response individual experience to the loss of a person or               

object. Usually, this object or person has been special to the individual, and there has been                

attachment between them. For example, seeing and experiencing something harmful such as            

death of a loved person. Richins (1997) pointed out that individual can express strong anger               

and it can turn into extreme behaviour such as assault or murder. Zelenski and Larsen (2000)                

pointed out that losing or experiencing the loss of something valuable cause the emotional              

response of sadness. However, the sadness will be turn into anger if that loss is caused by                 

someone or something else. Bowlby (2008) continued that sadness can occurs to any             

misfortune which is a normal and healthy response. According to Shimp and Stuart (2004)              

disgust response might come when people detect that companies perform something that is             

considered outrageous. This can happen when people express strong felt disgust towards            

advertising that for instance performs an effort at humor by lampooning a specific             

demographic group of people or describing a situation morally abhorrent or offensive.            

Furthermore, people might have a disgust as an emotional response to advertising that are              

sexist, sexually oriented, disgusting ‘political’ advertising, and indecent.  
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2.4 Conceptualize model  
 

After reviewing the theory foundation regarding provocative advertising, and more          

specifically shock, social cause and emotional response, the authors of this paper have drawn              

a visual representation of conceptualize model that represents the theoretical framework, see            

table 1. That is, provocative advertising can be seen in two ways that either utilizing elements                

of shock or social cause. This will create an emotional response which will be either positive                

or negative response.  

 

 

 

 

 
Model 1. Conceptualize model 
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3. Methodology  
 

3.1 Research approach  
Overall in academia, ontological and epistemological beliefs are determining the research           

approach. Beliefs are based on determinations, what is accepted as knowledge and theory and              

the strategy how to gather information which could challenges or supports existing research             

(Johnston, 2014). Ontological beliefs stress the matter what constitutes reality. Scholars has            

to take a position in terms of their perceptions of how things really work and how things                 

really are. From different perspective, epistemological beliefs are interested on how           

knowledge can be constructed, communicated and acquired, that is to say what it means to               

know (Scotland, 2012). The decision how to approach a research can be influenced with              

various different factors. Scholars tend to specialize to utilize one method or having own              

personal views for the method justification. In some circumstances, scholars tend to choose             

specific approach based on the current stage of the research area (Bryman and Bell, 2011).               

Science philosophers often separate three particular forms of inference that represents the            

logical reasoning of a scholars investigations. These three particular logical reasonings can be             

divided into deduction, induction, and abduction (Woo, 2017).  

 

This paper will be following deductive structure. Bryman and Bell (2011) defines deductive             

approach as a research approach, where scholar is concentrating on finding answers to             

research questions through existing theory, and then analysing an empirical material with            

current research stage in a way that it answers the research questions, and further covers the                

purpose in conclusion. Thus, it can be argued that the authors of this paper will utilize                

deductive approach, since it follows the deductive structure as theoretical foundation was            

gathered for supporting the analysis chapter in a way that it answers the research questions               

with gathered information from interviews. Therefore, inductive approach, where scholars          

present the outcome of the study as a new theory development is excluded.  
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3.2  Research method 
Generally, social science are divided into two different research methods, in some matters it              

can be divided even into three. These methods can be divided into quantitative research,              

qualitative research, and into mixed-method research, where it combines both, quantitative           

and qualitative methods together. Quantitative researches, as name suggests, stands for big            

data studies, whereby researcher aim to collect large amount of data and perform statistical              

analysis on gathered data. In critically matter, quantitative study is more prefered method             

justification when current research areas are well studied. Completely opposite on           

quantitative, in qualitative research, scholars are more interested on words. It is usually             

appreciated approach in social sciences when research area is not broadly investigated.            

Theories in qualitative study are not seen as something that is grounded. When utilizing              

qualitative method, the ambition is to understand social world through an examination of the              

interpretation of that world by its attendants. Social properties are outcomes of the             

interactions between humans (Bryman and Bell, 2011). Thus, as Marshall et al. (2014) states,              

qualitative study concentrates highly on context of the study. Saunders et al. (2016) continued              

discussing on a same matter that qualitative research philosophy tends to favor subjective and              

socially constructed meanings regarding the study topic. It can be also defined and referred as               

a naturalistic, since scholars has to function with natural settings to be able to constitute trust,                

participation, access to meanings and in-depth comprehensions. 

 

There are several justification points for selecting a qualitative rather than quantitative            

method for this research project. This study aims to deliver in-depth exploration regarding             

fundamental idea of millennials emotional response when they are exposed to provocative            

advertising. Moreover, current amount of existing research material is not rich in way that              

research stage regarding provocative advertising applying into millennials is unclear. There           

are not enough information for performing a quantitative study, and previous scholars have             

already suggested to utilize qualitative approach for future researchers regarding this topic.            

Qualitative study will deliver in more applicable way, since it is interested on complex social               

world. This goes along with the purpose of the paper, where the authors of this paper are                 

stressing the importance of exploring specific phenomena. Furthermore, Bryman and Bell           
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(2011) concluded that when conducting a research, selecting the method can be also based on               

personal interest. In that sense, it can be said that the authors of this paper are more interested                  

to gain in-deep information from participants in this project rather than sending a survey and               

gather big data information. Thus, qualitative method is more suitable to select rather than              

quantitative or mixed-methods. Due to amount of current existing research in the area of this               

research topic, suggestions from scholars for conducting new research in this area (Urwin,             

2014), it can be argued that the authors of this paper will select qualitative approach to gain                 

more understandings on the study topic. 

 

3.3 Research purpose 
After presenting research approach and selecting suitable research method with justifications,           

the authors of this paper will further discuss research purpose for the thesis. Bryman et al.                

(2011) presented three different purposes within the field of business research in social             

sciences, explanatory, descriptive, and exploratory. Saunders et al. (2016) defined descriptive           

purpose stress to achieve detailed profile of persons, events or situations. When selecting             

descriptive purpose, scholars need to have clear picture of the phenomenon on which they are               

willing to gather data. Exploratory purpose is a helpful tool for utilizing for a open questions                

in order to comprehend insights regarding the focused topic. Thus, exploratory purpose is             

especially effective when scholars wish to clarify their understanding of a problem, or topic,              

when they are unsure of its precise nature. According to Bryman et al. (2011) qualitative               

method could be more appropriate approach when choosing an exploratory purpose, since its             

not aiming to test the theory.  

 

When considering the purpose of this paper, it can be noticed that it was based into                

exploratory purpose. Since the interest of this study is concentrating on millennials and             

provocative advertising in a way that what emotional response could cause provocation            

among millennials, exploratory purpose must be selected over other options. As the purpose             

of this paper indicates, the authors of this paper are willing to explore the phenomena.               

Another suggestion for exploratory was made by Urwin et al. (2014), they stated that future               

research should be performed by interviews rather than using big data studies. This was based               
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on the fact that exploring the phenomena will obtain more in-depth understanding, what             

emotional factors create reaction among millennials. Furthermore, as Bryman and Bell (2011)            

suggested, qualitative method is more suitable for exploratory purpose than quantitative.           

Therefore, selecting qualitative approach and combining it with exploratory purpose is           

appropriate approach, rather than choosing explanatory or descriptive purpose. Due to the            

nature of qualitative study, and to the justification of deductive structure of the paper as well                

above mentioned useful evidence of exploratory purpose, the authors of this paper will prefer              

exploratory purpose.  

 

3.4 Research design  
A research design can be defined as a written statement, usually before any information is               

gathered, which declare and justifies what type of information will be collected, where and              

how (Easterby-Smith, 2018). Selected research design is frequently leveraged by several           

factors such as above discussed research approach, method, and purpose (Saunders, Lewis            

and Thornhill, 2016). There are five different research designs that scholars can use when              

conducting a business research. Scholars can choose to design their study from experimental,             

cross-sectional, longitudinal, comparative, or in a form of a case study designs (Bryman and              

Bell, 2011). This research will be designed as cross-sectional study. Cross-sectional design            

can be described as a method where scholar collects information from more than one case, at                

a single current time. Cross-sectional design utilize the in data collection procedure the             

advantage of structured observations, content analysis, diaries and official statistics (Bryman           

and Bell, 2011). Bryman et al. (2011) continued that it is applicable in both quantitative and                

qualitative research. Cross-sectional design has been selected based on the fact that it alouds              

authors explore many single cases and to collect information from semi-structured interviews            

by interviewing millennials. It will give the advantage of covering the purpose of this paper               

to understand what emotional response cause provocation among millennials from various           

single case interviews. Therefore, this design will be applied for the use.  
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3.5 Data collection method 

One of the general purposes of all kind of research projects is to develop and create new                 

knowledge. Data collection procedure plays important role in the process of research projects.             

There are several data collection methods that scholars can use in social science field.              

Usually, data can be categorized into two different forms, primary data and secondary data.              

Primary data represents the data that scholars collect directly for the particular research             

interest at hand, utilizing procedures that match research agenda in the most suitable way.              

When primary data has been collected, it creates new existing store of adding concrete new               

knowledge (Hox and Boeije, 2005). There are various different strategies to gather primary             

data. For instance, scholar can utilize techniques such as observations, surveys, focus groups             

and interviews for achieving to gather primary sources (Ajayi, 2017). Thus, secondary data             

stands for the data that has been already collected by someone else. While primary data               

represent the advantage of having specific, direct and original data for the topic of interest,               

secondary sources utilize the advantage to be collected time efficiently, since it already exist              

(Hox and Boeije, 2015:Sorensen, Sabroe and Olsen, 1996). For instance, typical way to             

observe secondary sources can be gathered from different journals, articles, internal records            

and government publications (Ajayi, 2017). 

 

Due to the nature of qualitative research, the authors of this paper will focus on gathering                

specific interest on one phenomenon with in-depth interviews. Therefore, justification for           

utilizing primary data can be considered. In the other hand, to be able to construct some                

fundamental backgrounds for the research project, and evaluate current situation around the            

phenomeno, use of secondary sources can be also justified. Thus, it can be mentioned, that               

this research project will be combining both data collection methods to strength the             

fundamental parts of the paper, and discover new knowledge in a way that established              

purpose and research questions can be covered.  

 

3.5.1 Source criticism 

The subchapter regarding the process of source criticism can be seen in the Appendix 2.  
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3.6 Data collection instruments 

There are several different techniques and tools for data collection procedure. Scholars can be              

influenced to select their instruments based on research approaches. Since this paper is             

pursuing a qualitative method, following discussion and justifications will be concentrating           

around qualitative data collection instruments. The aim is to present and justify suitable             

instruments for the reader.  

 

3.6.1 Primary data collection instrument 

There are several categories of primary data in marketing research where scholars can             

favourly choose to collect relevant information for the topic of interest. Most well authorized              

of primary data categories are demographic, psychographic, attitudes, awareness, motivation,          

intentions, and behaviour (Iacobucci and Churchill, 2015). In this case, the authors of this              

paper are interested specifically on millennials and what factors cause provocation.           

Therefore, millennials will be interviewed for the purpose of this study. To be able to do that,                 

the authors of this paper need to select instrument for data collection procedure. According to               

Bryman et al. (2011) there are various of different techniques how to collect primary data               

when conducting qualitative research. For instance, focus group interviews and different type            

of individual interviews are most highly favoured techniques for collecting primary data in             

qualitative research. Overall, the key matter in qualitative interviews for the scholars is to              

achieve the atmosphere in the interviewing position where, scholar can generate rich, and             

detailed answers from the participants. Thus, the interview is expected to bring answers that              

can be transformed quickly into codes for the further analysis.  

 

When discussing the different techniques of performing qualitative interviews, focus group is            

a technique where researcher is gathered group of participants (Easterby-Smith, 2018).           

Generally, participants of the focus group interviews has some common characteristics that is             

relevant for the topic. Researcher must create a permissive environment in a way that              

participants are encourage to share their points and opinions without pressuring participant to             
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reach or vote consensus. Researchers tend to select from five to ten participants for one focus                

group session (Krueger and Casey, 2015). Focus group interviews are structured often in an              

unstructured way, where researcher interacts as a moderator who follows the flow of the              

conversations in the group (Easterby-Smith, 2018). The discussion part are often seen quite             

relax and participants tend to enjoy to spread their opinions and perceptions. In addition,              

focus group interviews are conducted several times with different participants. It will aid             

researchers to identify some common topics and patterns in perceptions (Krueger and Casey,             

2015).  

 

While focus group drags several participants into one occasion, individual interviews, as            

name indicates, is a technique where researcher is conducting interview on one-to-one basis             

(Easterby-Smith, 2018). There are two main approaches to conduct individual interviews,           

unstructured interview and semi-structured interviews. First, unstructured interviews        

represents a technique where researcher is asking in some cases only one planned question              

and will follow the flow of conversations, asking follow up questions based on the              

participant’s answers. Second, semi-structured interviews is a technique to conduct an           

individual interview where the aim is to collect data with the list of questions that scholar is                 

stressing to cover. Questions may change the order, and scholar can perform follow up              

question based on the flow of the interviewing process. Hence, questions that are not included               

in the original question block could be still asked, if scholar raise attention on something that                

participant has highlighted (Bryman and Bell, 2011).  

 

When selecting the most suitable tool for conducting interviews, the authors of this paper will               

select to utilize individual semi-structured interviews. Semi-structured interviews alouds to          

gather in-depth information regarding millennials and which factors might affect on           

provocation. Individual interviews were selected over focus groups for some reasons. Firstly,            

the topic of provocation and what could possibly provoke the participant in this study can be                

seen as a sensitive topic to discuss in the form of group discussion such as focus groups. The                  

authors of this paper believe that when discussing this type of topic, respondents need to feel                

comfortable to speak about the phenomena, and focus group might be hard to gain in-depth               

information. Moreover, semi-structured interviews will be more suitable compared to          
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unstructured interviews, since in semi-structured interviews, the authors of this paper can            

plan ahead what exactly they are aiming to gather, but still having the possibility to ask                

follow up questions based on the flow of the interview. And thirdly, semi-structured             

interviews were selected based on the possibility to analyse each of the interviewing cases              

separately, and explore possible patterns between the cases.  

 

3.6.2 Questionnaire  

Questionnaire is based on the theory operationalization, where theory has been derived in a              

way that it can be conducted in semi-structured interviews to gather relevant information             

regarding factors that cause provocation among millennials. Pictures that has been used as a              

part of the interviews can be see in Appendix 2. The table derived from the theory                

foundation. After comprehending the concepts and subconcepts, a motivation that would           

assist the authors of this paper to establish relevant questions . Thereafter, the questions were               

formulated in a way that would provide actionable material following the reasonings behind             

the concepts and subconcepts created. From the operationalization table, it can be noticed that              

the authors of this paper are using only six questions. However, since the interviewing              

process was builded as a semi-structured, interviews had a open-ended nature which brought             

about different follow-up questions based on the different answers that respondents were            

giving. Consequently, the duration of the interviews varied in the duration of time length,              

ranging from 18 min to 49 min.  

 
Table 1. Operationalization  

Source Concept Sub-Concept Motivation Question 

Hollis and Brown (2010) 
Laros and Steenkamp 
(2005) 
Riis Christensen et al.    
(2007) 

Emotional 
Response 

Emotion What type of 
emotional 
response arises 
from provocation 

1. What do you think 
about these advertising ?  
(see picture 1-4. in 
appendix) 
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Laros and Steenkamp 
(2005) 
Stewart et al. (2007) 
Mckenzie (2016) 
Tracy and Robbins 
(2007) 
Richins (1997) 
 Zelenski and Larsen 
(2000) 
Ekman and Cordaro 
(2011) 
Shimp and Stuart (2004) 

Emotional 
Response 

Emotion  Understand what 
emotions emerge 
from provocation 

2. What is your emotion 
when you see the 
picture? 
(see picture 1-4. in 
appendix) 

Hollis and Brown (2010) Emotional 
Response 

Emotion What cause first 
emotional 
response from 
provocation 

3. What is the first thing 
you see in the picture?  
(see picture 1-4. in 
appendix) 

Kemp et al. (2012) 
Prinz (2004) 
Hollis and Brown (2010) 
 

Emotional 
Response 

Emotion  What emotion 
cause the 
reaction when 
exposing 
provocation 

4. What cause your 
react? 
(see picture 1-4. in 
appendix) 

Laros and Steenkamp 
(2005) 
Stewart et al. (2007) 
Mckenzie (2016) 
Tracy and Robbins 
(2007) 
Richins (1997) 
 Zelenski and Larsen 
(2000) 
Ekman and Cordaro 
(2011) 
Shimp and Stuart (2004) 

Emotional 
Response 

Emotion Emotional 
reaction towards 
provocative 
advertising 
 

5. What emotions are 
triggered in you?  
(see picture 1-4. in 
appendix) 

Laros and Steenkamp 
(2005) 
Ekman and Cordaro 
(2011) 
 

Emotional 
Response 
 

Positive / 
Negative 
 

Positive or 
negative reaction 
towards 
provocation 

6. Why the picture give 
you a positive or 
negative emotion ? 
(see picture 1-4. in 
appendix) 

 

 

3.6.3 Advertisements selection and Pre-testing process 

This paper is utilizing four different advertising pictures in questionnaire regarding the            

investigation of what emotional factors provoke millennials when they see these types of             

advertising. To be able to understand more broadly, each of the selected pictures were              
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selected based on their different provocation efforts and each of the pictures and their              

provocation were supported by theory chapter. Picture 1, was selected based on the Parry et               

al. (2013) argument that disgusting images could generate emotional reaction among           

audience. Picture 2, was chosen for this study based on theory that using taboo elements such                

and provocative message can generate certain type of emotional reaction from audience, since             

customers are becoming more resistant towards modern advertising. This argument was           

supported by Sabri (2012b), Skorupa (2014), Nam et al. (2013), and Virvilaite et al. (2013).               

Picture 3, was taken for this study based on the provocative headline of the advertising.               

Huhmann et al. (2008) suggested that making provocative headline can generate attention            

among desired audience. Lastly, Picture 4 was selected, since it contains violence. According             

to Söderlund et al. (2010) and Andersson et al. (2004) violent content can cause emotional               

reaction among targeted audience.  

 

After advertising selection process, the authors of this paper pretested the all pictures, if they               

were suitable for the study. That is, the authors of this paper made testing on ten millennials                 

at Linnaeus University to see, if this pictures generated similar reaction among millennials             

passing by as the theory indicated. After this procedure, these pictures were justified for the               

utilizing as a part of the semi-structured interviews. After selecting the pictures based on the               

theoretical foundation pictures were pre-tested. 

 

Pretesting interact important role in semi-structured interviewing process. To be able to            

secure the critical aspects of the questionnaire, and that questionnaire is designed in a way               

that questions are understandable (Kallio et al. 2016; Bryman and Bell, 2011), the authors of               

this paper conducted pre-testing. It is essential to use same sample in pre-testing as in the real                 

situation (Bryman and Bell, 2011). Therefore, the authors of this paper conducted pre-testing             

procedure, where questionnaire was run through with evaluations. Moreover, the authors of            

this paper used supervisors visions of how questionnaire should be designed and conducted.             

Several changes were made. Firstly, some questions were rephrase it into more            

understandable way. Another change was to due to operationalization part of the            

questionnaire. That is, questions were connected more comprehensively and accurately          

towards the theories. Finally, the authors of this paper also asked all of the pre-test               
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participants to evaluate pictures that were selected for the interviewing process. All the             

pictures were perceived as they were suggested by millennials at Linnaeus University.  

 

3.7 Sampling    

As the purpose already indicates, the authors of this paper are interested on one specific               

demographic group, millennials. According to Marshall (1996) defining sample that is aimed            

to study in the research project is an important step, since it is generally impossible and to                 

study whole population in one study. Bryman and Bell (2011) stated that sampling is a               

process where scholar is studying specific proportion of people in society in a way that               

results from that specific sampling can be further generalized. Marshall (1996) continued that             

in qualitative research the key is to deliver understanding and illumination of complex             

psychosocial issues. Thus, in this research the aim will be identify the key issues regarding               

what could possibly cause provocation among millennials.  

 

There are several methods how to perform sampling in research. Sampling process can be              

based on probability and non-probability sampling methods. When conducting probability          

sampling, all of the individuals in particular society have same amount of possibilities to get               

selected to be participated in research project. Where in non-probability sampling all            

members of society do not have same amount of possibilities to be selected in research               

project. As this project is stressing the importance of gathering particular information from             

millennials, researchers will select to utilize non-probability sampling. When it comes to the             

sampling tools in non-probability sampling, researchers have the possibility to select to            

utilize different techniques. These techniques are convenience, snowball and quota samplings           

(Bryman and Bell, 2011). The authors of this paper have selected to utilize quota sampling               

technique, and, therefore selection criteria must be justified. Acharya et al. (2013) defined             

quota sampling as a process that assures that a specific characteristic of a population sample               

will be proposed to the precise extent that the scholar is aiming. Bryman and Bell (2011)                

continued that these characteristics are divided into strata such as age, social class, ethnicity              

and so on. The authors of this paper are aiming particularly to investigate with in-depth               

interviews millennials. Millennials are based on specific age group in demography. Hence, it             
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can be said that quota sampling frame will be accurate and appropriate selection for this               

project, since it aims to study specific characteristics of millennials in the context of              

provocation.  

 

3.7.1 Conducting a quota sampling 

The authors of this paper conducted eight individual, single case, semi-structured in-depth            

interviews. Participants were between the age of 19 to 28. Total amount of four women, and                

four men was participating in the interviewing process. Profile of each respondent can be              

seen below in respondent profile table. Interviews were hold in the quiet spaces, such as               

library study rooms, to secure that interviewing process would not been disturbed by the              

outsiders. Also, providing a secure and convenient interviewing atmosphere was important           

part of the process, since the topic of interest, millennials emotional response towards             

provocative advertising can be seen as a sensitive topic to discuss. All interviews were              

interviewed by both authors, in able to secure the process of data collection, and that the                

material has been investigated with same methods. Respondents gave different lengths of            

responses from 18 minutes to 49 minutes.  

 
Table 2. Participants  

Nationality Gender Age Length 

Spain Male 19 45 minutes 

Finland Female 22 21 minutes 

Finland Male 24 23 minutes 

Poland Female 25 42 minutes 

Sweden  Male  26 18 minutes 

England Male  26 25 minutes 

Greece Female 27  49 minutes 

Sweden  Female 20 24 Minutes 
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3.8 Data analysis method 
The authors of this paper will perform grounded theory data analysing method, after             

conducting a semi-structured interviews. Charmaz and Belgrave (2007) stated that grounded           

theory is a method that utilizes traditional logico-deductive design. In grounded theory,            

researcher create a theoretical analysis of collected information that is suitable and relevant             

for the topic of interest. In that sense, in grounded theory, the aim is to follow the leads                  

gained from the interviews, not from the literature review as this would be a more traditional                

research design. In this paper, the authors of this paper started the analysis by recording the                

interview. Total amount of eight interviews were recorded separately. After the recording was             

done, the authors of this paper transcripted the whole interview process to the paper. This was                

done with aim that the information could be coded and further analysed. The aim of the                

coding part was to find possible patterns between each interviews, synthesize, and            

comprehend the actual information. This process has been approved by Charmaz and            

Belgrave (2007).  

 

The authors of this paper coded with a following structure. It started with reading the first                

answer from each of the respondent. Every picture of each answers was coded separately.              

These codes were evaluated further and sub-categories for the patterns were done. A total              

amount of seven sub-categories were created, where six of them further presented a category              

of negative, and one positive category. Negative sub-categories were divided into shocking,            

anger, violence, sadness, fear, and social cause. Positive sub-category was named as            

appealing. The outcome of these two categories, negative and positive presented millennials            

emotional response. The whole procedure and coding scheme can be seen below in Table 3.  
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Table 3. Coding scheme 

Code Sub category  Category Outcome 

Unpredictable, 
Surprised, Unexpectable, 
Attention, Astonishment, 
taboo, object of observe, 
confusing, weird, strange  

Shocking  
 
 
 
 

 
 

Negative 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Milleannials 

EMOTIONAL 
RESPONSE 

Mad, Irritated, Stupid, 
Upset 

Anger 

Beaten, Brutal, Harsh, 
physical action, object of 
observed  

Violence 

Sad, down, Wrong, 
Disappointed 

Sadness 

Scared Fear 

Issues in society,  
Horrible, Against norms, 
morals, principles 

Social Cause 

Funny, positive view, 
curious to know more 

Appealing      Positive 
 
 

3.9 Quality Criteria  
Quality criterias for this paper will be discussed further in this chapter concentrating on              

validity and reliability in the context of qualitative research and applying those criterias into              

this paper. According to Brink (1993) validity and reliability are major considerations in each              

research. Careful attention to these considerations can have the major difference between            

poor and well conducted research as well adjust to ensure that fellow scholars approve              

knowledge contribution as trustworthy and credible. Especially in qualitative research, where           

scholars subjectivity can so readily cloud the interpretation of the information, and where             

research conclusions are usually viewed or questioned by the scholars community with            

scepticism. However, as Bashir et al. (2008) argued, qualitative research is aspiring for             
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validity and reliability in their findings. Therefore, it is relevant that the authors of this paper                

will discuss validity and reliability regarding this research project.  

 

3.9.1 Validity  

Leung (2015) stated that in terms of qualitative research, validity defines the appropriateness             

of the utilized processes, tools, and data in the research. This means that validity concentrates               

on the issues such as, if the research question is valid for the knowledge contribution, the                

selection of methodology is proper that it will cover the research question, the design of the                

methodology is valid, the sampling and data analysis method is suitable, and analysis and              

conclusions are valid for the context and sample. In that sense, the authors of this paper based                 

the purpose of this study in terms of qualitative study in a way that study will explore the                  

phenomena rather than explain. Research questions are constructed in a way that it can be               

answered, and that the purpose of this study can be covered with the current questions.  

 

When it comes to the methodology of the study, the authors of this paper argued of using                 

qualitative nature study with the deduction. This was based on the fact that the paper is                

stressing the issue around complex social world, where words are acting more important role              

than numbers. In that sense, the authors of this paper are interested on individuals, and their                

views on provocation. To be able to gather in-depth information from the individuals who are               

millennials, the authors of this paper argued to utilize semi-structured interviews. Each of the              

interviewing sessions will be interviewed by the the authors of this paper so that the               

interviewing process can be seen valid. According to Bashir et al. (2008), when utilizing              

multiple interviewers in data collection process, the qualitative research reach higher validity,            

if comparing to the process where all data is collected by the same person. Further,               

questionnaire questions were operationalized from the theory chapter in a way that questions             

are valid for the study and carefully considered for the use. Moreover, before conducting the               

interviews, the authors of this paper made final pretest to ensure that questions are valid and                

related to the study topic.  
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3.9.2 Reliability  

According to Golafshani (2003), to be able to secure reliability in qualitative research, it is               

essential to provide trustworthiness. In this case, the authors of this paper have conducted the               

operationalization table based on theory foundation from theoretical framework. That is,           

theories have been derived and semi-structured interview questions were based on the            

theoretical framework chapter. This type of action secures the reliability, and trustworthiness            

in qualitative research process in a way that theory have to be deeply enough in a way that                  

anyone else can operationalize identical points from the theory to the operationalization table.             

Furthermore, Franklin and Ballan (2001) suggested some important guidelines how to ensure            

reliability in qualitative study. Research questions has to be clear and understandable. All the              

questions were tested and briefed by the higher authority before conducting the interviews.             

When it comes to the data analysis part, to be able to code the material in a way that coding                    

schedule is reliable, the authors of this paper have coded all interview material together, with               

a mutual agreement regarding the process of establishing codes, sub-categories, and           

categories.  

 

3.10 Ethical considerations and Societal Issues 

Research ethics can be described following, it refers to moral values or principles that as a                

rule govern the conduct of a group or individual (Aaker, Kumar, Day and Leone, 2010).               

Usually the starting point of assessing a research project is to ensure that it will not do any                  

harm to anyone. Anyone can be linked to the participants or to the society and its different                 

forces. Main principles in research ethics are listed below in ‘table 1’ based on the book of                 

management and business research. List is divided into two parts, where first part declare the               

valuable information how to ensure the protection of research participants, and second part is              

concerned of protection of integrity of research community (Easterby-Smith, 2018). When           

considering the ethical issues in qualitative research, certain aspects need to discuss.            

According to Orb et al. (2001) qualitative research can generate tension between the purposes              

of research to achieve generalizations for the well being of others, and the rights participant               

to secure and ensure privacy. Ethical issues in qualitative research investigations is different             
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if to compare to quantitative research. In qualitative research, potential conflicts exist in a              

way how a scholar can gain information regarding the participants of the research and it               

effects that scholar may generate on participants. Therefore, it is essential that any type of               

harm must be avoided through the application of relevant ethical principles, see table 4. To               

conclude, secure of participants in qualitative research is necessity action that scholar has to              

take under relevant consideration.  

 

In this research, the authors of this paper will follow Table 4 suggestions. All the participants                

were assured against any harm before the interview process started. They were familiarized             

with the study topic, and explained the agenda of the interview, and declared that all their                

information regarding their identity will be used anonymously. After that, the authors of this              

paper asked, before starting the recording, if the participant is willing to start the interview or                

if she/he wanted to reject the participation. Moreover, Easterby-Smith (2018) stressed the            

importance of taking into consideration societal issues when conducting the research. In this             

case, provocation can be seen as a strategy through which companies expose viewers with              

shocking material or material that is addressing problems in society. Hence, it can be seen as                

something that is important to discuss and rise awareness. However, it might be seen also               

from different a perspective. It can be questioned, if global profit seeking companies are the               

right channels for this conversation. It can be seen from companies perspective just one way               

for creating more profit, and differentiate themselves from competitors. If that is the case, this               

research might push the agenda and create more powerful tools for companies to better              

comprehend and develop unethical provocative advertising efforts. In order to protect the            

research community, the authors of this paper will follow Easterby-Smith (2018) suggestions            

that can be seen below in table 4. Thus, it is important not to give any false information                  

regarding the study, mislead the reader by using shady reports or generate false research              

outcomes. In addition, the authors of this paper will avoid fraud regarding the aims or nature                

of the research as well as they will ensure total honesty and transparency in their               

communication part of the study.  
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Table 4. Ethical considerations  (Easterby-Smith, 2018). 

PARTICIPANTS PROTECTION IN RESEARCH  

1. Secure that there is no harm for participants 

2. High respect of dignity for the research participants 

3. All participants must be informed regarding the research agenda  

4. Ensure privacy of participants in research 

5. Secure the confidentiality regarding the research data 

6. Securing all anonymity regarding the individuals or organizations 

PROTECTING RESEARCH COMMUNITY INTEGRITY 

7. Avoid fraud regarding the aims or nature of the research 

8. Transparency and honesty regarding the communication part of the research 

9. Avoiding all kind of false or misleading reports of research outcomes 
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4. Empirical Investigation 

After conducting total amount of eight semi-structured interviews, the authors of this paper             

will present the empirical findings from the interviews. All the participants identity has been              

removed and replaced with alphabetical symbols from A to H giving a random order in order                

to protect and consider ethical issues. The empirical investigation is divided into two parts of               

categories based on the coding schedule and categories presented in method: Negative and             

Positive. Sub-category coding process tables from each questions can be seen in the             

Appendix 3.  

 

 

4.1 Negative  

4.1.1 Shock 
First coded category under negative was shocking. In picture one, most of the respondents              

tend to answer that the umbilical cord was perceived as shocking. In most of the cases                

respondent identified quickly what and why they perceived something shocking. For example            

Respondent D answered rapidly that umbilical cord is raising the attention, since you are not               

use to see this type of things in your daily life. On a same note, Respondent E was instantly                   

shocked by the fact that no one hasn’t cut off the baby’s umbilical cord, “I would say the                  

umbilical cord… if it would be just the baby, it would be less shocking, but it has an extra                   

organ of the human body that shouldn’t be visible normally. This was inside the human body                

and now it is not”. In the picture number two, the most attention drawing thing was the big                  

provocative headline text. This was perceived as something that is shocking, since the             

headline was unusual and provocative. For instance, Respondent H read first loudly the big              

headline text and after a short period of time of silence this person told that ‘’As a cat lover                   

reading that text from the first time makes you react quite strongly, since you love cats and                 

you see that I as a cat lover deserve to die...’’. Respondent F had a similar reaction as                  

Respondent H in the sense that the advertising was really surprising and unexpected, because              
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“the use of the big letters with the sentence cat lovers deserve to die is something very                 

shocking and unusual”. Similarly, Respondent C continued on picture two commented that “             

the text with the big letters cat lovers deserve to die caught my attention… the face of the                  

girl, the text and that is so much bigger than the actual name of the association or                 

organization that is trying to inform people about”. Regarding the fourth picture, Respondents             

thought mostly that advertising caused emotional response, because it utilized violent           

content. Respondents predicted that seeing violent content, two girls beaten up made them             

react in a shocking way. Respondent F told after a short quiet moment that “the wounds these                 

girls have and colors of domestic violence”. Respondent D stated that “The black eye. Then I                

saw the other girl and that she had also some signs of violence on her face”. Respondent E                  

slowly stated that “ these girls are hurt… I was expecting to see something but I saw                 

something else that is negative… Of course I was surprised I saw two girls beaten up but I                  

don't know what happened with them’’. Another common notion was that picture was             

pointing out a domestic violence, which is pointing into issues in the society that people are                

facing. For example Respondent G said that ‘’The picture itselfs is shocking. Just imagine if               

it would be your own girlfriend and she has been beaten up. I think the message is actually                  

quite good because that is  still a problem that some girls face…’’.  

 

During the interview process, respondents got also the feeling of confusion and explicitly             

stated that they were feeling confused or that the whole thing was confusing regarding the               

provocative advertising efforts made by the different advertisers. When it comes to pictune             

number one, Respondent C expressed “... showing a recent born baby fully covered in              

blood… and it says that it is an advertising from united colors of Benetton which is a store…                  

so I don’t get the connection and what the baby is representing… it is unclear for me.                 

Because when you see it is a brand of clothes and stuff you expect at least clothes or models                   

in clothes… not a naked baby… I don’t get… I don’t see the connection between the naked                 

recent born baby and the store… I do not know what they are trying to say in this                  

advertisement. When I see this advertising, I just get a big question mark in my head… like                 

what are you (company) trying to tell me?... So I get confused”. On a same note Respondent                 

A said that ‘’I am thinking that what is going on here. Really confusing to see big brand                  

putting picture about just borned baby. Do not really understand how it is related to the                
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brand’’. Regarding the picture number two there was a pattern of agreement that it was               

something that confused respondents. For example, Respondent A told that ‘’I do not really              

understand this picture. I do not understand what is the point of the picture here. My first                 

experience is just big question mark why. Why there is a women, what does it has to do with                   

cat lovers when they discuss about lung cancer. Just overall strange picture and confusing              

text’’. Respondent B had similar thoughts as Respondent A towards picture two ‘’ I do not                

really understand the whole picture and idea here. I would understand if it were some kind of                 

smoking involved but I don’t see any smoking, but then it says no one deserves to die. Very                  

confusing’’. Respondent E expressed, with many interruptions, about picture two that ‘’This            

is and advertising of the lung cancer alliance mmmmmm…. at first glance, if you don't read                

the small letters… you get confused, also… because you would think this is a negative               

advertising… mmm I am not sure…Again I am not sure what they want me to do….ah ok                 

they want me to help to end the stigma and the disease… ok… This is also                

confusing…Because I am not sure what cat lovers have to do with someone who has lung                

cancer….and they say that many people believe that if you have lung cancer you did               

something to deserve it... I have never heard that! So on what grounds do they say that? I am                   

not sure… they mmmmm how is that word? they are using like analogies that, like they are                 

comparing apples and oranges, like it is something, again confusing… My first feeling that I               

get from this is like am I sure I understand it?... But I would say it would get my attention….                    

Because it kind of made me doubt myself… because I was expecting to see something not                

like this… I would expect to see something more positive… something to… something that              

will show that it is good to support the lung cancer alliance but they started with cat lovers                  

deserve to die which is something negative but that still gets my attention because I am like…                 

what? how could they say that?’’. 

4.1.2 Disgusting 

The disgusting feeling was also noticed throughout the interviews and many respondents            

explicitly identified the feeling themselves. For example, Respondent A on picture one said             

that “ I see this as something nasty and disgusting and I think I feel this way because to me                    

the picture looks really real. And I think that the fact that there is no mom in the picture…                   

just an ugly baby makes me feel disgusting”. Respondent B said, when talking about picture               
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one, that “ I think it’s disgusting since it has blood, a screaming baby covered in blood and                  

umbilical cord, but it also represents a natural part of the human live since it seems to be a                   

baby that just got into the world”. In relation to the umbilical cord, it was a subject that                  

particularly drew the attention of most participants giving a disgusting emotion towards it.             

Respondent D said that the advertising is “pretty unusual” and that “it looks disgusting since               

it is something that you do not expect to see and you are not used to see’’. Respondent F on                    

picture one also had similar thoughts that it was disgusting since “...very distasteful because              

the umbilical cord it’s just there, not even cut off and I can picture the whole scene in my                   

mind like the mom has given birth and they just grabbed the baby like cattle… and the way                  

the doctor is holding the baby… and since the guy is wearing those gloves it gives me the                  

impression that it is like a veterinary and I am like no no no no no…. it is creepy that is the                      

word… the face of the baby is the first thing I see because it is very disgusting to see it                    

covered with blood… everything is so dirty”.  

 

4.1.3 Anger 

During the interviews the feeling of anger was noticed. For example, it took a while for                

Respondent E to answer on picture two “... I have known people that had had some kind of                  

cancer… and I have had a relative who died from cancer… and in general I have experienced                 

people that have died, I mean relatives and so… talking about people deserving to die is not a                  

nice sentence for me. Hence my emotion of anger and annoyment”. Respondent C when              

talking about picture two said loudly, almost screaming that “I think it is very strange and                

stupid and like I get mad when I see it!!” Respondent C continued “… like, by saying that cat                   

women deserve to die of course it is an estigma, but making it so big makes me angry                  

because it is like they are trying to make fun of the situation and it is not a funny situation                    

when people get lung cancer… and I don’t like that they are making this picture and the                 

image of how a girl with a cat looks like… I get mad and angry because of the picture and the                     

text… I think like what the fuck?! I get a negative emotion about this because I get upset… I                   

want people to be aware of cancer and you know… make it famous in the world that you                  

have to treat it and how to fight it and not like using this... strange phrases and stigmas to                   

trying to explain it… and they connect it to pictures that only makes people think how cat                 
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ladies look like”. Respondent C went on by pointing out that “ they missed the point because                 

of what I understand from the text is that they are trying to make people aware of the problem                   

of lung cancer and that is not the first thing I think about when I see this. The first thing I                     

think about is that oh ok so that is how you picture cat lovers, especially girls, so they are                   

trying to make it big about lung cancer problem but actually their picture does not say that to                  

me… that is the last thing I see because that information is in tiny letters… specially if you                  

see that before you read the tiny letters then you actually don’t get the point at all… Because                  

if you want to get people’s attention to cancer that is what people should think about! not                 

cats! cause that doesn’t make any sense”. 

 

Respondents tend to express anger when they saw picture number three Burger King             

advertisement, since it was perceived something that is wrong to advertise, and inappropriate.             

Respondent H said with a serious tone in the voice that ‘’I just can’t see how they came out                   

with this type of advertising campaign. I remember when this was in the news. It makes me                 

feel angry….can’t understand at all how they can do that’’. Respondent A expressed that ‘’I               

feel the advertising is stupid, since it seems that Burger King is chauvinist, and pushing               

women down. I think this type of advertising is not cool at all. I think companies should not                  

push women down…To be honest I don’t want to know more about this advertising….they              

should be ashem’’. Respondent C on picture three said that “...what are you (company)              

trying to say to people? That they should go and have sex with everyone and try to get                  

pregnant at any cost... for what? like why?... I think it is stupid and it shows that the person                   

who made it was stupid. Because it is stupid to give food from Burger King to women only                  

because they had sex with world cup players and maybe get impregnated!! like what the               

fuck?!!’’.  

 

4.1.4 Violence 

Respondent E about picture four said that “... the girl in the middle with the black eye and                  

then the united colors of Benetton logo that doesn’t actually say united colors of Benetton…               

it says united colors of domestic violence… makes me look more in the picture… you see                

these girls that are hurt… Because it’s like I don’t know what happened… maybe were in a                 
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fight I mean it could be something like movie poster. But then you see the logo that has been                   

transformed into something else and actually explaining what this is… people that have been              

hurt is not something positive”. Respondent F about picture four said that “this is quite brutal,                

because I see these girls that are hurt and then you see colors of domestic violence… it is                  

hard. The word play, the girl with the black eye and the other girl with the big scar in her                    

face, also they look very serious, so this is not your regular picture where you smile and you                  

are happy. No, this is quite the opposite… they are hurt and bruised… it is not nice’’.                 

Respondent H said that ‘’It is pretty raw to see two girls beaten up. I guess no one would see                    

their own daughters, or sisters in that position’’. One respondent, Respondent G, did not even               

liked to idea to showing beating up girls in advertising ‘’I think it’s bad to use this kind of                   

problems in clothes advertisements. Why do they need to show bitten women together with              

their clothes? I wouldn’t go and buy there, never’’.  

 

4.1.5 Sadness 

Respondent F on picture four gave a deep sigh before start talking with a sorrowful voice that                 

“I suppose I feel very sad because you think about those people who suffer from domestic                

violence and that made me think about one case that happened here not long ago, where they                 

killed one girl around 25 years old and then you think this is shit… like, people are sick and                   

then you think about if it is worth it to make an advertising campaign with that topic… makes                  

me think about how people are crazy enough to kill other people… I think about about                

domestic violence and the way they are using it to catch your attention”. Respondent E when                

talking about picture four said “I get sad… I have not experienced this which I’m glad for,                 

but I know for sure that there are people both women and men that have experienced this..                 

either actually physical harm or mental harm violence… mmm it actually makes me sad… It               

triggers sadness in terms of ok this is happening to people I don’t know what to do about it so                    

that makes me even more sad… people have problems, serious problems and it is sad that I                 

am not sure what I can do about it”. Respondent C about picture four said that “I get sad at                    

the same time because as I said it is a huge social problem and it should be used as a way of                      

getting attention for a brand... that is not the way because here they are not trying to make                  

people aware of the social problem, they are trying to get people to buy their clothes which is                  
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wrong in my head…. First I saw the faces of the girls and I thought that maybe there is                   

something behind it and you (advertiser) are trying to make people aware of the problem. But                

then I realised that it is only an advertising for a brand and for their clothes”.  

 

4.1.6 Fear 

Fear arose twice during the interviewing process. Both times, fear was perceived in picture              

two. Respondent B was first quiet before giving an answer.. “I would say I feel fear. Because                 

this picture is something that I do not want to become in the future, also maybe the fear of                   

own death in the gurue. Especially when cancers are really common nowadays in our              

society”. Respondent F when talking about picture two said that “ … the girl is wearing these                 

clothes, kind of like she was a beggar… and if you look closely you can see cat’s fuzz all                   

over her clothes… then she has a crossed-eye… she is kind of scary… she looks like she is                  

completely crazy. I don't want to become someone like this”. 

 

4.1.7 Social Cause 

When investigating the emotional response from picture three, the common answer was that             

it is something that violates the respondents morals and principles. Respondents A, C, and D               

all agreed together that the picture two and four is giving an emotional response that it goes                 

against their morals. Respondent D said that “It goes against my morals, so it is quite                

unethical advertising. It creates a special emotional sphere because it goes against my             

norms”. Respondent C when talking about picture two said that “... I think the problem with                

cancer not only with lung cancer but cancer in general is so serious thing that I do not like                   

when people make advertising like this”. Respondent C on picture four said that “It is               

horrible… it is a very bad way of trying to use a social problem as a way of advertising for a                     

big company… I see that it is the same colors of Benetton and they are trying to show the                   

colors of their clothes but they are using a very high social problem and they are using like                  

pictures of women that were possible beaten up and trying to make an advertising out of it.                 

And I think it is horrible that someone will ever get the idea to use this for an advertising for                    

a clothing store”. Respondent G said that this picture “...is very stereotype as it gives power                
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to the man and makes them feel like it is ok to beat women. It doesn’t look like a marketing                    

poster about clothes”. Respondent B said that this is a “sad picture, sad to see domestic                

violence, poor girls”. Respondent F said that this advertising was “quite brutal” because this              

person could see that “the girls are hurt and then you see that “colors of domestic violence...                 

it is hard” Also, social cause was observed. For instance Respondent H told that ‘’It is sad to                  

see that two girls have been beaten up. It just makes me anger when I think about it, because I                    

think it is still problem that exist, which I can’t accept it at any situation. Just abhorrent…’’                 

Moving into domestic violence picture, many respondent perceived social cause. For instance            

Respondent H told that ‘’It is sad to see that two girls have been beaten up. It just makes me                    

anger when I think about it, because I think it is still problem that exist, which I can’t accept                   

in any situation. Just abhorrent…’’. Respondent A said that “ this advertising makes me              

angry because I think about the social problem of violence against women and that is why I                 

get angry, because it is an advertising for clothes and not how to help these people or who to                   

solve the problem. It is only a very cheap way of marketing...I think that violence against                

women at home is such a big social problem that it should not be used in an advertising for a                    

brand only to try to get people to buy their clothes’’. Respondent E stated “It triggers                

sadness… in terms of ok this is happening to people I don’t know what to do about it so that                    

makes me even more sad… and I think that people have serious problems and that we should                 

think about it”. Respondent F said that “ sadness… because it makes me think about domestic                

violence and how people are crazy enough to kill other people… and how the brand is taking                 

advantage from this problem to draw your attention”. 

 

 

4.2 Positive 

4.2.1 Appealing  
Some positive emotions were coded and categorised from interviews. These emotions were            

based on the codes of funny, positive view, curious to know more about the provocation.               

These codes were sub-categorized as own category of appealing under the positive category.             

For instance, Respondents A, D, and H were all showing positive emotions after the              
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interviews in a way that they wanted to know more regarding the provocative advertising. For               

example, Respondent A said about picture one that it is triggering emotionally and that ‘’It               

makes me want to know what is going on. I recognize the brand why there is baby in the                   

picture?’’. Similarly regarding picture two, Respondent A said that ‘’Yes I feel quite strong              

emotions towards this advertising, because I see women that might be an old crazy cat lady,                

lung cancer, and then this text. I would like to know more about what is going on here’’. On a                    

same note about picture two, Respondent D wanted to know more, since the message of the                

advertising was perceived as positive response. However, it took some time for Respondent             

D to realize that the message itself was giving positive response. Responden D said that ‘’I                

think positive in the end. Good message, everyone has to be in same line. Do not judge                 

anyone. Really good parable. Good point!’’. Another positive emotion was perceived from            

picture number three by one Respondent. Respondent F firstly laughed at the picture but then               

calmed down and said that “I don’t know if I can laugh but I have to admit...it is funny, this                    

must be a joke… this is a funny situation… like go get pregnant and we will give you a                   

hamburger… it made me think that perhaps this is not a real promotion”. Respondent C               

perceived positive response quickly towards picture one ‘’The picture gets my attention for             

sure...because it makes me want to know more why did they choose this picture...I think in                

the end, since it got my attention I think I am quite positive towards this picture, since it does                   

not affect me… It does not make me feel angry or sad. In the end, it is just new born baby’’.                     

When it comes to the Burger King’s advertising, picture number three, Respondent E was              

laughing for some time before giving the answer. Respondent E thought that it was              

generating positive response ‘’..yes I would say laughter… and I thought it was a comical               

situation… like… go get pregnant and we will give you a hamburger...The first thing I               

thought is if there were really someone who got the Whopper… It made me even think that                 

perhaps this is not a real promotion… you know… and if there is someone so mentally ill to                  

go and try to get the Whopper…’’. Furthermore, Respondent F continued that Burger King’s              

advertising was giving positive emotional response ‘’Positive… like Burger King Russia…           

my god… anything can come up from that mix…..Because you get Burger King which is a                

huge company… that makes hamburgers… and then I think about Russia… and then all those               

crazy clips from youtube from Russia where you see crazy people in cars and doing stupid                

things come to my mind… and then I think God what will come up from this? And for me  
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this is just funny… Russia and Burger King I just imagine drunk Russians throwing              

Whoppers around… ‘’. 
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5. Analysis 

5.1 Negative emotions  

Kemp et al. (2012) suggested that advertising has an impact on generating an emotional              

response towards advertising. Riis Christensen (2007) pointed out we can categorise           

emotions into two category where on of it is negative. Laros and Steenkamp (2005) and               

Stewart et al. (2007) continued that there are four negative emotions, fear, anger, sadness and               

disgust. Exploring the empirical material presented that in most of the cases millennials are              

not provoked by fear as an emotional response towards provocative advertising. In other             

words, most of the millennials did not respond towards provocation as something that is              

physical or psychological threatening or harmful towards themselves. However, a few           

millennials felt fear when thinking about that was happening in the advertising could actually              

happen to them in the future. As Ekman and Cordaro (2011) pointed out in the theory                

regarding the fear, empirical information showed that the advertising did not arise any             

emotional response in respondents as millenials did not feel that this could happen to them               

and did not see it as an external threat to them. On the other hand, anger was a more recurrent                    

emotional response for millenials when compared to the fear emotional response.  

 

Anger was perceived among millenials for several reasons. Firstly, when millenials feel that             

their personal experience with some variable such as death of someone known or dear by               

cancer, this can have a powerful effect on their response towards a specific advertising that               

uses cancer. This correlates with the Pinz (2004) who suggested that disliking advertising is              

based on the external events. Manceau and Tissier-Desbordes (2006) continued that personal            

variables have a strong discriminating power when it comes to understanding attitudes            

towards a specific advertising. This happened with advertising two since it used cancer in a               

particular and provocative way that created an emotional response of anger. On a similar              

note, the text and the size of the font generated an emotional response of anger due to the fact                   

that it was perceived as something provocative. This can be understood by taking into              

account what Huhmann et al. (2008) and Andersson et al. (2004) stated. The authors              
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explained that even small changes in headlines, as in this case the font, can cause               

provocation, and that different type of rethorical methods in advertising could possibly            

generate reactions. Millennials perceived this type of advertising efforts as something that            

lead into emotional response of an anger. Furthermore, Millennials felt angry when they saw              

the advertising of Burger King, picture number three. It offended millennials and generated             

emotional response of anger, since it contained anti social behaviour. According to Pope et al.               

(2004) this type of behaviour is one of the main reasons to get offended by advertising.                

Virvilaite et al. (2013); Skorupa (2014) and Dahl et al. (2004) pointed out that provocation               

might occurs when the advertising is violating individuals social norms in terms of that it               

goes against morals and principles. Millennials generated emotional response of anger when            

they perceived something that violated their norms, principles and morals. Millennials           

thought that it was inappropriate to make advertising efforts that utilize the message of              

cancer. One way to understand why this type of action is perceived angerly and something               

that is inappropriate is that cancer as a topic could be perceived as a taboo. For instance,                 

Sabri and Obermiller (2012) discussed how inappropriate topic for publicly advertising can            

be cause provocation, since it touch the personal taboo elements with a behavioural act as in                

this case lung cancer. Burger King advertising was noted as something that is unacceptable              

and violates all type of morals and personal principles which lead into anger, and could be                

seen as a taboo among millennials. This goes along with Holden (2000); Guerrieri et al.               

(2016) and McGraw and Tetlock (2005) statements that taboo makes certain topics            

unacceptable, wich in this case turned into anger. Furthermore, mix emotions of anger and              

sadness was also perceived from social cause. Millennials perceived social cause with            

emotional response of sadness.  

 

Thus, sadness was connected to social cause as millennials tend to express that emotional              

response when talking about specific social problems or social causes such as domestic             

violence. Overall millennials emotional response towards advertising that utilized the          

message of social cause was perceived negatively, which is explained by Nam et al. (2013)               

that social cause with provocation will lead into more negative response. Further, Söderlund             

et al. (2010) and Andersson et al. (2004) continued that real violent content will cause               

provocation. Millennials respondent towards this type of efforts as something that is causing             
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mixed emotions. Emotional response of sadness and anger was perceived towards domestic            

violence. This goes in line with what Zelenski and Larsen (2000) pointed out in terms of that                 

sadness and anger would suggest that people who tend to feel a lot of sadness also feel a lot                   

of anger, something that is aggregated over time. This way, the loss of something valued               

brings about the emotion of sadness, and if that loss is caused by another then this brings                 

about the emotion of anger. When millenials thought about the idea of loss, death or negative                

experiences happening to other people the emotional response was sadness. For instance,            

some participant felt that seeing a picture of beaten up women cause strong reaction, since               

these girls could be someone that is important. This correlates with the idea of Laros and                

Steenkamp (2005) and Zelenski and Larsen (2000), who pointed out that humans have             

positive and negative emotional responses and that when humans lose or experience the loss              

of something valuable this causes the emotional response of sadness. However this can turn              

quickly into anger if that loss if caused by someone or something else.loss of something               

valuable will generate sadness, and anger. In addition, Bobwlby (2008) said that sadness is a               

normal and healthy response to any misfortune. This could be seen in some millenials when               

when they saw picture two and felt a mix of anger and sadness due to their personal situation                  

and experience of loss. The same logical thinking applied when millenials generally felt sad              

as they related that message to something bad happening to someone or in another words,               

someone’s misfortune. 

 

Moving further, a disgust emotional response arose. Millennials generated this emotional           

response when provocation was connected with something unexpected or surprising. This           

goes along with the theory that Andersson et al. (2004);Söderlund et al. (2010) pointed out               

regarding shocking elements and how it generates attention among audience. Millennials           

expressed disgusting emotions towards different objects that were something that they were            

not use to see in their daily life. Also, provocative pictures and colors of it caused disgusting                 

emotional response. This goes along with Shimp and Stuart (2004) who presented the idea              

that disgusting emotions arise when people detect that companies are doing something gross             

or abhorrent. Millennials pointed out that, since the baby is fully covered by blood and it is                 

not cleaned, as well the overall disgusting colors of the picture, generated disgusting,             

negative emotional response towards the advertising. This finding correlates with Parry et.al.            
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(2013) who pointed out that utilizing babies in a provocative way in advertisements will give               

disgusting emotions. Furthermore, many millennials expressed confusion towards        

provocative advertising. For them, it was hard to understand the link between the provocation              

and the company. This goes along with Sharma et al. (2012) who suggested that when there is                 

no clear connection between the provocation and the message, it will increase the attention              

and recall the long lasting emotion as Hollis and Brown (2010) suggested. In this case,               

millennials were confused and some of them felt emotionally angry, since they could not              

understand why companies are doing this type of advertising. This goes in line with what               

Ekman and Cordaro (2005) in relation of what happens when there is a sense of disorder, also                 

known as confusion, among individuals and how this normally tend to get angry as an               

emotional response to it.  

 

5.2 Positive emotions  

There are four positive emotions contentment, happiness, love and pride (Ekman and            

Cordaro, 2005). However, after presenting the empirical material it can be seen that             

millennials tend to express only one specific positive emotional response towards provocative            

advertising, contentment. Empirical material showed that millennials do not feel any love,            

pride, or happiness towards provocative advertising.. In the interviews, Millennials did not            

express any special response towards the object or the person in in the advertising in a way                 

that would created a strong connection between them and the advertising. In that sense, the               

emotional response of love was not causing provocation among millenials. Consequently,           

Tracy and Robbins (2007) and Laros and Steenkamp (2005) superior feeling or achieving             

something meaningful was not coded from the answers. Millennials were not generating any             

emotional response of pride when they saw provocative advertising. When it comes to             

happiness and why this emotion were not expressed by millennials, the reason correlates with              

Mckenzie (2016) theory. This author says that when speaking about positive emotional            

response, contentment is more of a positive reflection towards something and happiness is             

more of an positive effect, being happiness higher in activity and contentment low in arousal               

and more passive. Therefore, it could be said that there is a link between what Mckenzie                
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(2016) expressed and the empirical material of this paper showing that millennials felt more              

contentment as their emotional response was more passive and low in arousal.  

  

Respondent felt contentment for couple of reasons. The reasons for this type of emotional              

response were that some millennials thought the advertisements were as funny and some of              

them were even perceived as a joke. Sabi (2012) and Michelson and Miller (2019) presented               

a theory that states that provocation will lose the dissatisfaction or lower the impression of               

the breaking of the taboo element, if the advertising contains humorous aspects in the              

message. This, will lower the taboo element of the provocation, leading to a softer emotional               

reaction to the provocative advertising. The contentment emotional response was generated           

when some millennials felt that either the message, the provocation or the advertising as a               

whole, was something so unusual to do or that it was presented in such a funny way that the                   

taboo topic was relegated to a second place. Again, this type of action correlates with Javed et                 

al. (2011) who stated that strong taboo content will be perceived less discriminating, if the               

content have humorous aspects. The reasons behind the fact that only some of the              

respondents generated positive emotional response towards provocation can be explained          

with Parry et al. (2013) theory. This author proposed that a taboo can be perceived in many                 

ways. Virvilaite (2013) concluded that positive views on provocation can be influenced by             

cultural-social and socio-demographic factors. For instance, in this case one millennial           

thought that taboo was funny to see in the context of the specifically one country, since based                 

on the own experience, any kind of action can be experienced from that specific culture.               

Hence, this idea goes along with Guerrieri et al. (2016), Hofstede and Arridell (1998), and               

Michelson and Miller (2019) argument that taboo messages need to be culturally situated,             

since it has the impact on it. Moreover, some millennials even thought that the provocative               

message was well thought out in a way that they considered it as good, giving the impression                 

that the message of the advertising was good. It lead into emotional response of contentment               

of how provocation was perceived.  
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6. Conclusion  
 
The analysis presented evidence that millennials tend to express more negative than positive             

emotional responses when they are provoked by provocative advertisements. Hence,          

millennials are more likely to be provoked when they are experiencing negative emotional             

responses coming from provocative advertisements, rather than when they are experiencing           

positive emotional responses coming from provocative advertisements.  

 

Millennials will likely being provoked when exposed to provocative advertisements that elicit            

one or a combination of the following emotional responses; anger, sadness or disgust. Some              

millennials are also provoked by the emotional response of fear. Emotional response of fear              

might arise, if millennials are expressing physical or psychological attachment that could            

harm them. Millennials had an emotional response of anger when provocative advertising            

touched upon their negative personal experiences and felt that the advertising was out of              

context or the topic was not dealt in a proper way. Another reason for anger was the way how                   

companies exposed the provocation which was due to the rethorics. Further, anger arises             

when provocation was touching the taboo elements that violated millennials norms, morals            

and principles. Some of the millennials expressed emotional response of anger or sadness             

when they were exposed to provocative advertising because they were shocked in a way that               

it confused them. Millennials had an emotional response of sadness when provocation had             

violent content that could have some type of personal variable, such as personal situation              

connected with provocative message. Usually this was connected with social cause that            

implicated the social issues in society where millenials could relate themselves into it.             

Disgust emotional response occurred among millennials when they were exposed to           

provocative advertising and were shocked in the sense that it was unexpected or surprising              

for millennials. When it comes to positive emotions, some millennials felt the emotional             

response of contentment. Millennials did not express any emotional response of happiness,            

love, or pride when they were exposed to provocative advertisements. Millennials expressed            

an emotional response of contentment when provocation was presented as funny or as a joke.               

This occured when millennials thought that the taboo had  humorous aspects. 
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To conclude this study, a visual representation of the knowledge contribution can be found              

below in the model of ‘Millennials emotional response when exposed to provocation’ that             

represents the outcome of the exploration. That is, provocative advertising is either based on              

the social cause or shock. When provocation is based on social cause, millennials are              

expressing emotional response of an anger, sadness, fear, or contentment. If provocation is             

based on shocking content, millennials are expressing emotional response of an anger,            

sadness, or disgust.  

 

 

 

 

 Model 2.  
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6.1 Theoretical and Practical Implications  

This study has implicated both theoretical and practical implications. Regarding theoretical           

implications, the authors of this paper have provided new knowledge contribution regarding            

the emotional response towards provocative advertising in the new context of demographic            

group, millennials. This study utilized qualitative approach to gain in-depth information           

regarding millennials emotional response when exposed to provocation. Important findings          

will contribute to the academia sphere in a way that it produced new contribution that can be                 

used for further studies. This study implemented relevant information combining emotional           

response, regarding which positive and negative emotions, and provocative advertising          

efforts when exposed to see provocative advertising. When it comes to the managerial             

implications, this study provided several implications for practitioners on how to utilize            

provocative advertising when addressing millennials. From the practitioners point of view,           

provocative advertisements should be using elements of current social issues or shock            

elements that can be connected towards millennials. According to this study, practitioners            

should develop a provocation effort that utilizes provocation elements in a way that the will               

cause emotional responses of fear, anger, sadness, disgust and contentment. If one of these              

emotional response will occur, it is more likely that the provocative campaign will succeed to               

receive an emotional response. Especially, anger, sadness and disgust were common           

emotional response that millennials tend to express when they are exposed to provocative             

advertising. Finally, practitioners should be aware of societal issues when promoting efforts            

that use provocation. Thus, it can be questioned, if this type of campaign is ethical and                

generally an appropriate way of raising awareness on current issues in society. By this, the               

authors of this paper mean that the outcomes of this research might bear with it certain                

societal threats as companies can use it to generate the desired emotional responses.             

Therefore this type of advertising might be controversial and can be questioned as unethical.  
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7. Limitations and Recommendations  

 

As every other study, this study has its own limitations. The first limitation that should be                

taken into consideration is that the authors of this paper generalized millennials in a way that                

demographic, sociagraphic and ethnographic dimensions were excluded from the study. It           

can be noted during the interview process that millennials with different cultural backgrounds             

have different emotional response towards the provocation. Even when speaking about their            

own emotions, for some millennials it was more difficult to open up than for others. This                

correlated with the cultural background. Moreover, it was noted that men and women tend to               

respond emotionally differently towards provocation. This could have another approach for           

future studies on how millennials, men and women differ when it comes to the emotional               

response towards provocation. Another important point is that, this study only included            

in-depth interviews. Thus, in order to establish a clearer picture about how millennials             

emotionally respondent towards provocation has to be tested in future via quantitative            

studies. This can be done with the suggested model that was the knowledge contribution of               

this study. During the interviews, some of the respondents stated that they would not buy               

from the brand that was using provocative advertising. Therefore, it would be interesting to              

see in future studies what is the correlation between using provocative advertising using             

specific tactics to elicit certain emotional responses and the purchase intention of customers             

once exposed to said advertising. Equally, other quantitative studies could be done to see if               

brand recall is higher when some of the emotional responses found in this study are elicited in                 

individuals who are exposed to provocative advertising. In the other hand, if future research              

is going to be done again with qualitative approach, the authors of this paper suggest to avoid                 

focus group interviews, since the topic of discussion was perceived sensitive and for some of               

the participants it was difficult topic to discuss. It is important to keep in mind that these new                  

studies should be conducted in the context of Millenials.  
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Appendix 2.  
When collecting an information from different sources and sourcing them in the paper, the              

authors of this paper has to evaluate in a critical matter, if sourced information is appropriate                

for the further use. This procedure is defined as a source criticism. Hence, source criticism               

construct a key issue when evaluating the sources for the theory chapter in this paper. Source                

criticism stress the importance of arguing and presenting the relevance of the utilized sources              

which authors of this paper prefered to use (Lnu, 2019). In theory chapter the authors of this                 

paper established broad perspective of different theories by utilizing suitable amount of peer             

reviewed articles. According to Harvard University (2019), peer reviewed article stands for a             

scientific article that has been published in peer-reviewed journal, and then send it further to               

other scholars for evaluation, if the article is valid and should it be published. Scholars who                

evaluate the article, represents referees that are the experts of that specific field. If article will                

be accepted after evaluation, it will achieve status of peer-reviewed. To be able to collect               

peer-reviewed articles, the authors of this paper have used different search engines. Google             

Scholar, Linnaeus University’s Onesearch, Emerald Insights and Google search engine          

databases has been used for collecting information.  

 

When discussing more concretely regarding this paper source evaluation process, the authors            

of this paper will utilize Coniam’s (2012) guidelines for qualitative study. He suggested that              

there are five major steps for evaluating sources. Evaluation criterias can be seen below in               

table 2.  

 

Table 2 (Coniam, 2012). 

Originality = Is article producing new knowledge for the research community 

Structure = The structure of article is clear 

Previous research = Appropriate sourcing for previous researches  

Ethical aspects = No plagiarism or any other fraud 

Language = Article is written in a way that reader understands the content of it 
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Appendix 3.  

 
 
Q1.  

Interviewer Picture 1 Picture 2 Picture 3 Picture 4 

Respondent A Shocking, 
Disgusting 

Shocking Shocking, anger Shocking, 
Violence 

Respondent B Shocking, 
Disgusting 

Shocking Shocking, 
Disgusting 

Sadness 

Respondent C Shocking 
 

Shocking, 
 Anger 

Anger, 
Shocking 

Shocking, Social 
cause 

Respondent D Disgusting,  Appealing, 
Shocking  

Shocking Neutral  

Respondent E Shocking Shocking 
 

Shocking Shocking, Anger 

Respondent F Shocking Fear,  
Shocking 

Social cause, 
Social cause 
 

Shocking 

Respondent G Shocking 
 

Shocking, Social 
cause 

Shocking, anger Social cause, 
Shocking 
 

Respondent H Disgusting, 
Shocking 
 

Shocking, Social 
norms 
 

Anger, Social 
norms 

Sadness, 
Shocking 

 
 
Q2.  

Interviewer Picture 1 Picture 2 Picture 3 Picture 4 

Respondent A Shocking  Shocking Anger,  
Social Cause 

Sadness  

Respondent B Disgusting  Neutral,  
Shocking 

Shocking 
 

Sadness 
Social cause 

Respondent C Shocking 
 

Angry, 
Social Cause 

Angry, 
Social Cause 

Angry, Sadness, 
Social cause 
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Respondent D Shocking,  
Disgusting  

Shocking, 
Appealing 

Social Cause, 
Anger  

Social cause, 
Angry  

Respondent E Shocking Shocking, 
Angry 

Shocking Sadness, Social 
Cause 

Respondent F Strange, 
Shocking  

Shocking, 
Neutral 

Appealing, 
Shocking 

Sadness, Social 
cause 

Respondent G Shocking Shocking Shocking Social Cause, 
Angry  

Respondent H Disgusting, 
Shocking 

Angry Angry, Social 
Cause 

Sadness, Social 
Cause 

 

Q3. 

Interviewer Picture 1 Picture 2 Picture 3 Picture 4 

Respondent A Shocking  Shocking Shocking Violence, 
Shocking 

Respondent B Shocking Shocking Shocking Violence, 
Shocking 

Respondent C Shocking  Shocking  Shocking Violence, 
Shocking 

Respondent D Shocking Shocking Shocking Violence, 
Shocking 

Respondent E Shocking  Shocking  Shocking Violence, 
Shocking  

Respondent F Shocking  Shocking Shocking Violence, 
Shocking  

Respondent G Shocking Shocking Shocking Violence, 
Shocking  

Respondent H Shocking Shocking Shocking Violence, 
Shocking 
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Q4. 

Interviewer Picture 1 Picture 2 Picture 3 Picture 4 

Respondent A  Disgusting Shocking Social Cause Shocking 

Respondent B Disgusting Shocking 
Disgusting 

Shocking, Social 
Cause 

Shocking 

Respondent C Disgusting  Shocking  Social Cause, 
Anger  

Shocking,  
Anger  

Respondent D Disgusting Shocking Social cause Neutral, Social 
cause 

Respondent E Shocking  Shocking Shocking  Shocking 

Respondent F Disgusting  Shocking Shocking,  
Social Cause  

Social cause, 
Shocking  

Respondent G Disgusting  Shocking 
  

Shocking 
 

Shocking, 
Social cause  

Respondent H Disgusting, 
Shocking 

Social Cause, 
Anger 

Social Cause, 
Anger 

Shocking, Social 
cause 

  
Q5 

Interviewer Picture 1 Picture 2 Picture 3 Picture 4 

Respondent A Appealing Anger, Appealing Anger Shocking, Anger 

Respondent B Disgusting, Fear Fear, Shocking, 
Neutral 

Sadness, Anger 

Respondent C Shocking, 
Appealing  

Anger,  
Shocking 

Anger,  
Shocking  

Anger,  
Social cause  
 

Respondent D Disgusting, 
Shocking 

Shocking Shocking, Social 
Cause 

Shocking, Anger 

Respondent E Shocking Sadness, Anger Anger, Shocking, 
Appealing 

Sadness, 
Shocking, 
Social cause  
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Respondent F Neutral, 
Shocking 
  

Shocking  Appealing Sadness, 
Social Cause  

Respondent G Shocking 
 

Anger Neutral  Anger, Sadness, 
Social cause  

Respondent H Disgusting, 
Shocking 

Anger Anger, Social 
Cause 

Sadness, Social 
Cause, Anger 

 

Q6.  

Interviewer Picture 1 Picture 2 Picture 3 Picture 4 

Respondent A Negative, 
Sadness 

Negative, 
Shocking 

Negative, 
Shocking 

Negative, Social 
Cause, Anger 

Respondent B Negative, 
Disgusting 

Negative, 
Disgusting 

Negative, Social 
Cause, Anger 

Negative, 
Shocking, 
Sadness 

Respondent C Neutral Negative, 
Shocking 
 

Negative,  
Anger  

Negative,  
Violence, Social 
cause  

Respondent D Negative, 
Disgusting 

Positive 
Appealing 

Negative,  
Anger 

Negative, Anger, 
Social cause 

Respondent E Neutral, 
Shocking 

Negative,  
Shocking  

Neutral, 
Shocking 

Negative,  
Violence  

Respondent F Neutral,  
Shocking 

Negative, 
Shocking  

Positive 
Appealing 

Negative, 
Social cause  

Respondent G Neutral,  
Shocking 

Negative,  
Anger  

Negative,  
Shocking 

Negative,  
Social cause  

Respondent H Negative, 
Disgusting 

Negative,  
Anger 

Negative, Social 
Cause 

Negative, 
Sadness, Anger 
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